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**Annotated Bibliography of Folk Plays in the Anglophone Caribbean.**
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**Traditional Drama Forum.** E Newsletter (#1 October 2000, continuing). See http://www.folkplay.info/Forum

**Traditional Drama Studies.** Sheffield: Centre for English Cultural Tradition and Language and the Traditional Drama Research Group, Vol. 1. 1985 - Continuing.
DEFINITIONS, THEORIES AND METHODOLOGY


Smith, Paul S. "Documenting Traditional Drama - Part II" Roomer 3.6 (1982): 43-46.


DEFINITIONS, THEORIES AND METHODOLOGY: THE REVIVAL


DEFINITIONS, THEORIES AND METHODOLOGY: MODERNITY


Millington, Peter. “‘This is a Mummer’s Play I Wrote’: Modern Compositions and Their Implications.” In Anthony D. Buckley, et al. eds. Border-Crossings: Mumming in Cross-Border and Cross-Community Contexts. Dundalk: Dundalgan Press, 2007.


ANALYSIS:


**BIOGRAPHIES: MAURICE WILLMORE BARLEY (1909-1991)**


**Collections:**

Manuscript Department, University of Nottingham.

**Publications:**


BIOGRAPHIES: CHARLES READ BASKERVILL (1872-1935)


Collections:

Special Collections, The Library, University of Chicago.

Publications:


BIOGRAPHIES: JAMES MADISON CARPENTER (1888-1984)


Lodge, Kevin and Leila Leeson. “Strange Meeting: Or How Eydon’s Mummer’s Play was Preserved.” In Landscapes and Laundry and Other Tales of Old Eydon. Report of the Eydon Historical Research Group. 3 (June 2002): 18-27.


Collections:

Library of Congress, Washington DC.

Online Catalogue: http://www.hrionline.ac.uk/carpenter/

Publications:
BIOGRAPHIES: SIR EDMUND KERCHEVER CHAMBERS (1866-1954)


Collections:

Bodleian Library, University of Oxford.

“Correspondence,” British Library, Add. Mss. MS 56681.

Publications:


BIOGRAPHIES: HERBERT HALPERT (1911-2000)


Collections:

Memorial University of Newfoundland Folklore and Language Archive.

Publications:


Widdowson, J.D.A. and H. Halpert. ''The Disguises of Newfoundland Mummers.'' In Christmas Mumming in Newfoundland. 1969, 146-164.
**BIOGRAPHIES: ALEX HELM (1920-1970)**


**Collections:**

Manuscript and Rare Book Room, University College London.

Online Catalogue (in progress):
http://www.folkplay.info/Helm/index.htm

**Publications:**


TRADITIONAL DRAMA: WORKING BIBLIOGRAPHY

Paul Smith


_______. “To the Editor of Folklore. The Ordish Papers.” Folklore. 67 (1956): 115.


_______. “Collectors’ Corner: Survivals in Kent.” English Dance and Song. 22.6 (September 1958): 164-163 [sic].


_______. “Review of M.D, Anderson, Drama and Imagery in English Medieval Churches... (1963).” Folklore. 75.3 (1964): 135.


BIOGRAPHIES: ROBERT MORTON NANCE (1873-1959)
From Ron Shuttleworth (October 2011)


Guise Dance Play, St. Keverne, A. (Cornwall) text. Old Cornwall, 1:1. (Apr 1925) pp.31-32. t t. binder. x


Items relevant to Mumming from his Collection. Handlist. Royal Institution of Cornwall, Courtney Library, Royal Cornwall Museum, Truro. c.MN. envelope. x

Redruth Christmas Play, A. Old Cornwall, 1:1. (Apr 1925) pp.29-30. t t. binder. x

Village Plays in West Cornwall, Drama, 1. (1919/1920). PRINTED FROM R.Morton Nance Collection. ms.. [not held n/a.]

Village Plays in West Cornwall. R.Morton Nance Collection. ms. PRINTED in Drama, --:1. (1919/1920). x. [not held. n/a]
BIOGRAPHIES: THOMAS FAIRMAN ORDISH (1855-1924)


Dean-Smith, Margaret. “The Life-Cycle Play or Folk Play: Some Conclusions Following the Examination of the Ordish Papers and Other Sources.” Folklore. 69 (1958): 237-253.


Helm, Alex. “To the Editor of Folklore. The Ordish Papers.” Folklore. 67 (1956): 115.


"Mr. T.F. Ordish." The Times. (24 December 1924).


Collections:

The Folklore Society, London.

Publications:


AAAA. "Folk-Drama." Folklore. 2.3 (September 1891): 314-335.

AAAA. "Christmas Mummers. To the Editor of Folklore." Folklore. 3.4 (December 1892): 550-551.

AAAA. "English Folk-Drama II." Folklore. 4.2 (June 1893): 149-175.


AAAA. "The Mumming-Play and other Vestiges of Folk-Drama in the British Isles." Folklore. 13.3 (September 1902): 296-297.


AAAA. "Survival in Folklore: Father Christmas and the Mumming Play. Interesting Lecture by Mr. T.F. Ordish." The Herne Bay Press. (23 December 1922): 9-10. [The text of a lecture given by Ordish at the meeting of the Herne Bay Literary and Social Society at the Parochial Institute on Thursday 21 December 1922.]

______. Shakespeare's London: A Study of London In the Reign of Queen Elizabeth.
BIOGRAPHIES: REGINALD JOHN ELLIOTT TIDDY (1880-1916)


Collections:

Unlocated (January 2006).

Publications (posthumous):

BRITISH TRADITIONS: HERO-COMBAT

ENGLAND


______. "From Miss Violet Alford;" [Letters to the Editor] Folklore 76 (1965): 62-64.


Arnott, S. "The Christmas Play of The Seven Champions," Notes and Queries, 10 (December 21, 1878): 489.


______. The Elizabethan Jig and Related Song Drama. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1929.


______. "The Mummers Play." Notes and Queries 176 (21 Jan. 1939): 44.


"Calder Valley Mummers Performing Play in Ribblesdale." The Dalesman, September 1971: 484.


Coote-Lake, H. "Mummers' Plays and the Sacer Ludus." *FL* XLII (June, 1931), 141-49.


_______. "Some Incidents in Mummers' Plays," *FL*, XLI (June, 1930), 195-98.


_______. "Correspondence to the Editor of *Folklore*: The English Folk-play." *Folklore* 63 (1952): 179.


John, Gwen. "The Derbyshire Mumming Play of St. George and the Dragon; or, as it is Sometimes Called, The Pace Egg," *Folklore*, 32 (Sept., 1921), 181-93.


Kille, C. *The Old Minehead Christmas Mummers' Play*. Minehead, 1908.


_______. "English Folk-Drama II." *Folklore* 4 (1893): 149-175.


Raglan. "Correspondence - The English Folk-Play." Folklore 63 (1952): 111.


Wilson, Edward M. "Pace Eggers' Play from North Lancashire," *FL*, LII (1941), 150-52.

SCOTLAND (Including Guizers and Galoshins)

A, B. “[Hagmenai].” The Gentleman’s Magazine. 60.2 (1790): 616.


Maclagan, R.C. “Additions to The Games of Argyleshire.” Folklore, 16 (1905): 211.


Miller, James. The Lamp of Lothian; or, The History of Haddington... Haddington: James Allan, 1844. p. 413.


“The Late Lady John Scott Spottiswoode [obituary notice].” The Scotsman, (13 March 1900): 5a.


IRELAND


*Freeman's Journal: Quoted in IIANM (1824).*


_______. "A Missing Belfast Chapbook: The Christmas Rime, or, The Mummers' Own Book", *The Irish Book Lover*, II (1972), 54-58:


_______. "The Christmas Rhime", *Ulster Folklife*, 21 (1975), 73-84:


K, C. “Hodening.” Notes and Queries, 7.11 (23 May 1891): 415. [Notes an Irish Hobby Horse as described by Charlotte Elizabeth in her book Personal Recollections (1854)].


Lamberton, John P. “Christmas Rimers in Ulster.” Notes and Queries, Ser. 11.7 (1913): 311-312.

Lepper, R.S. “Christmas Rimers in Ulster.” Notes and Queries, Ser. 11.7 (1913): 81-3.


Murphy, Michael J. At Slieve Gullion’s Foot, Dundalk: Dundalgan Press, 1940. pp. 81-4.


[O'Lochlainn], Colm. "Mummers" The Irish Book Lover, 32.5 (July 1956): 103-104. [Reprints Evening Herald (1955) and Evening Mail (1955)].


Patterson, W. H. "The Christmas Rhymers in the North of Ireland", Notes and Queries, Ser. 4, X (December 21, 1872), 487-88.


INDIVIDUAL TRADITIONS: AMPLEFORTH


Sharp, Cecil J. Folk Tunes, Nos. 2817-2819.


________. "Revival of the Ampleforth Sword Dance. English Dance and Song 15.6 (May 1951): 179.
INDIVIDUAL TRADITIONS: ANTROBUS

Boyd, A.W. (1939) "The Mummers play" Notes and Queries CLXXVI (21 January) 44.


Dacombe, Ursula (1950) "This Night We Come A-Souling" The Farmers Weekly (December 22) 50-53.


INDIVIDUAL TRADITIONS: PAPA STOUR, SHETLAND


Johnson, Alex. The Sword-Dance of Papa Stour, Shetland: A Surviving Norse Drama. Lerwick: Johnson and Grieg, 1926.


INDIVIDUAL TRADITIONS: REVESBY (see separate bibliography)


INDIVIDUAL TRADITIONS: SYMONDSBURY


SWORD DANCING: GENERAL


Dowson, Frank W. “Notes on the Goathland Folk Play.” Transactions of the Yorkshire Dialect Society. 5.27 (1926): 36-7.


EARLY ACCOUNTS OF MUMMERS' PLAYS (Pre 1800)

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, WESTERN UNDERWOOD:
Throckmorton Household Accounts, Berkshire Record Office D/EWeAl.

Record of payment to mummers, 1 Jan., 1705.

CHESHIRE: MACCLESFIELD?:

Hero Combat Play.

CORNWALL, LUDGUVAN:

Account of mummers' plays, c. 1722-1758.

DEVON, EXETER:

Account (1737) of mummers, including 5 lines of text.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE, SHERBORNE:

Record of payment to mummers, 26 Dec., 1791.

KENT, GODMERSHAM?:

Brief definition of 'Hooding'

LANCASHIRE, DOWNHAM:

Comments on mummers visit on “Twelth-day.” 6 Jan. 1618.

LINCOLNSHIRE, REVESBY:
1779. (See Bibliography)
OXFORDSHIRE, ISLIP:

Hero Combat Play.

OXFORDSHIRE, THAME:
Frederick George Lee, 'Oxfordshire Christmas Miracle Play', Notes and Queries, 5th ser., 2 (1874), 503-5.

Cites Lupton's Extracts from the Accounts of the Proctors and Stewards, &c. of Thame, for statement that mummers' play performed at Thame Park in 1790. (Gives text of play recorded 1853.)

OXFORDSHIRE, ?unloc:

Text of a Hero Combat Play.

SOMERSET, CASTLE CARY:

Entry for 2 Jan. 1769 records visit by mummers.

YORKSHIRE, LEEDS:

Entry for 31 Dec. 1713 records visit by mummers.

YORKSHIRE, unloc:

Account of mummers' performance in his youth; includes four lines of text.

SCOTLAND, ?unloc:

Account of performance by Guisarts at New Year. Includes four lines of text.
SCOTLAND, unloc:

Account of Scottish Guisards in Scott's youth, including four lines of text.

SHETLAND, PAPA STOUR:

Account and text of Sword Dance (Champions') Play, from MS. said to be dateable to c.1788, itself a transcript of an earlier MS.

U.S.A., BOSTON:


An account (1830) of mummers' plays performed in Boston in 1780's. Includes a three line text-fragment.
BRITISH TRADITIONS: RITUAL ANIMAL DISGUISE - DORSET OOSER


BRITISH TRADITIONS: RITUAL ANIMAL DISGUISE - HOBBY HORSE


BRITISH TRADITIONS: RITUAL ANIMAL DISGUISE - THE HOODEN HORSE


BRITISH TRADITIONS: RITUAL ANIMAL DISGUISE - THE MARI Lwyd


BRITISH TRADITIONS: RITUAL ANIMAL DISGUISE - THE OLD BALL


BRITISH TRADITIONS: RITUAL ANIMAL DISGUISE - THE OLD HORSE


**BRITISH TRADITIONS: RITUAL ANIMAL DISGUISE - T'OWD TUP**


Williams, R.H. "The Derby Tup." Derbyshire Countryside. 29 (1935) 43-44.
CHAPBOOKS


_______. Chapbooks and Traditional Drama: An Examination of Chapbooks Containing Traditional Texts; Part 1 Alexander and the King of Egypt. Sheffield: CECTAL Publications, 1977.


ST. GEORGE, THE SEVEN CHAMPIONS, Etc


ROBIN HOOD PLAYS Etc


THE CALUSARI - ROUMANIAN HOBBY-HORSE


AUSTRALIAN IMMIGRANT TRADITION

NORTH-AMERICAN IMMIGRANT TRADITIONS

ANGLO/NORTH-AMERICAN TRADITIONS: BOSTON


ANGLO/NORTH-AMERICAN TRADITIONS: CARIBBEAN


Williams, Alfred M. "A Miracle-Play in the West Indies." Journal of American Folklore 9 (1896): 118-120.

ANGLO/NORTH-AMERICAN TRADITIONS: KENTUCKY


ANGLO/NORTH-AMERICAN TRADITIONS: PHILADELPHIA


ANGLO/NORTH-AMERICAN TRADITIONS: CHRISTMAS MUMMING IN NEWFOUNDLAND


_______.


King, Mark. "Enter the Turkish Knight." The Evening Telegram. (December 24, 1988)


Melchen, Elizabeth V. "'Janneying' in Newfoundland." New York Folklore Quarterly. 7 (1951): 272-274.


[Mumming in 1863]. Newfoundland Express (St. John's), December 29, 1863; 2.


_______. "Hunting the Wren." Journal of American Folklore 6 (1893), 143-144.


ANGLO/NORTH-AMERICAN TRADITIONS: CHRISTMAS MUMMING IN NOVA SCOTIA


Lovelace, Martin J. "`Santa Clawing' and `Santa Clauising' in Shelburne Co., Nova Scotia." In Herbert Halpert (ed). A Folklore Sampler From the Maritimes (St John's, Newfoundland: Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1982): 205-207.

Shannon, Josephine. “A Little Boy One Hundred Years Ago” [Based on the reminiscences of her father, Samuel Johnson (1816-1895)]. Shanon Papers, Public Archives of Nova Scotia, MG 1, #804, pp. 17-19.
NORTH AMERICAN IMMIGRANT TRADITIONS: CANADIAN - MISC.


Welch, Carol. "The Sandy's [sic] Return to the Islands." In Herbert Halpert (ed). A Folklore Sampler From the Maritimes (St John's, Newfoundland: Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1982): 208-212.
NORTH AMERICAN IMMIGRANT TRADITIONS: AFRICAN-AMERICAN


**NORTH-AMERICAN IMMIGRANT TRADITIONS: AFRICAN-AMERICAN - JOHN CANOE FESTIVAL**


NORTH-AMERICAN IMMIGRANT TRADITIONS: JEWISH

NORTH AMERICAN IMMIGRANT TRADITIONS: LOS PASTORES AND SPANISH-AMERICAN TRADITIONS


Austin, Mary. "Native Drama in New Mexico," Nation, 124 (April 20, 1927).


Austin, Mary. "Folk Plays of the Southwest," Theatre Arts Monthly, 37 (August 1933), 599-610.


Barker, George C. The Shepherds' Play of the Prodigal Son (Cologuio de pastores del hijo prodigo). University of California Folklore Studies No. 2. Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1953.

Barker, George C. "The Yaqui Easter Ceremony at Hermosillo." Western Folklore, 16 (1957), 256-262.


Campa, Arthur L. "Religious Spanish Folk-Drama in New Mexico," The New Mexico Quarterly, II (Feb., 1932), 3-14.


Campa, Arthur L. "Los Comanches: A New Mexico Folk Drama," University of New Mexico Bulletin. 376 (April 1942) 1-43.


Canal Feijoó, Bernardo. La representación popular dramática. Tucumáb, Argentina, 1943.

Cassidy, Ina Sizer. "New Mexico in the First National Folk Festival," New Mexico, XII (April, 1934), 24-25, 45.

Chacon, Herminia B. "The Christ Child Comes to New Mexico," New Mexico, X (Dec., 1932), 7-9, 45-56.


Englekirk, John E. "Notes on the Repertoire of the New Mexican Spanish Folktheater," SFQ, IV (1940), 227-37.


______._ "Spanish Secular Folk Drama in New Mexico." In J. Manuel Espinosa, ed. 214-228.


Gillmor, Frances, ed. "Forward - Los Pastores Number: Folk Plays of Hispanic America," Western Folklore, 16 (1957), 229-231.


Gonzales, René Abelardo. "The Pastorelas of Rio Grande City and Hebbronville, Texas," Folklore Annual of the University Folklore Association, 4 and 5 (9172-1973), Published by the Center for intercultural Studies in Folklore and Oral History, The University of Texas at Austin, 10-22.


Hood, Margaret P. "While Shepherds Watch," New Mexico, XXIII (Dec., 1945), 9, 41-42.


______. *Literary Folklore of the Hispanic Southwest*. San Antonio, 1953.


MacGregor-Villarreal, Mary. "Celebrating *Las Posadas in Los Angeles."

*Western Folklore* (1979): 71-105.

Major, Mabel; Smith, Rebecca W.; and Pearce, Thomas M. *Southwest Heritage: A Literary History with Bibliography*. Albuquerque, New Mexico, 1938.


Parsons, Elsie Clews. "Fiesta of Sant' Ana, New Mexico," *Scientific Monthly,* 16 (1923), 177-183.


Pearce, T.M. "The New Mexican `Shepherds' Play,'", *WF,* XV (April, 1956), 77-88.

Pearce, T.M. "Tracing a New Mexican Folk Play," *New Mexico Folklore Record,* IX (1954-55), 20-22.


Rael, Juan B. "More Light on the Origin of Los Pastores." *New Mexico Folklore Record,* VI (1951-52), 1-6.


Rapp, I.H. "Los Pastores is Gem of Miracle Plays," El Palacio, XII (Dec. 15, 1921), 151-63.


Robb, J.D. "The Music of Los Pastores," Western Folklore, 16 (1957), 256-62.


Robe, Stanley L. "The Relationship of Los Pastores to Other Spanish-American Folk Drama," Western Folklore 16 (1957), 281-87.


________. `Los Pastores:' Excerpts from an Old Christmas Play of the Southwest as Given Annually by the Griego Family Santa Fe, New Mexico. Cleveland, 1933.


White, Aurora Lucero, ed. Coloquios de los Pastores. Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1940.


Work Projects Administration in the State of New Mexico. "Fiestas in New Mexico" El Palacio, 48 (1941), 239-245.


NORTH AMERICAN IMMIGRANT TRADITIONS: BELSNICKLING


“A Day in the Ma’sh.” Scribner’s Monthly. 22.3 (July 1881): 343-352.

Horswill, Rosa. "Bell Snickling in Lunenburg County, Nova Scotia." In Herbert Halpert (ed). A Folklore Sampler From the Maritimes (St John's, Newfoundland: Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1982): 212.


NORTH AMERICAN IMMIGRANT TRADITIONS: SERATIN (NORTHEAST GEORGIA)


NORTH AMERICAN TRADITIONS: NORWEGIAN


NORTH AMERICAN IMMIGRANT TRADITIONS: MOCK WEDDINGS


NORTH AMERICAN NATIVE TRADITIONS


GREENLAND

OTHER REGIONAL TRADITIONS
AFRICAN


ASIAN


CHINESE


JAPANESE


INDIAN AND CEYLON


Raghavan, M.D. Folk Plays and Dances of Kerala. Trichur, 1947.


EUROPEAN


Martinovitch, Nicholas N. The Turkish Theatre. (1933) Reprinted New York: Benjamin Blom, 1968


GREEK


RUSSIAN


THE WREN


THE FOOL


MOUNTEBANKS


Timmer, Eric J. "Medical Folklore and Quackery." Folklore 76 (1965): 161-175.
MASKS AND MASKING


OTHER TRADITIONS: PUPPET THEATRE


Miller, George B. et al. *Puppetry Library: An Annotated Bibliography Based on the Batchelder-McPharlin Collection at the University of New Mexico*. Westport: Greenwood, 1981.


OTHER TRADITIONS: PUNCH AND JUDY


Ryder, Philip. “The Punch and Judy Man: Can this Traditional Street and Seaside Amusement Show Survive the March of Time?” This England. 13.2 (Summer 1980): 66-68.


OTHER TRADITIONS: TOY THEATRE


OTHER TRADITIONS: SHADOW PLAYS/HAND SHADOWS


Grandma Tooley's Old Fashioned Picture Book for Boys and Girls (Scotia, New York: Americana Review, 1960) [ p. 29].


COMMUNITY CONCERTS


SKITS: REFERENCE WORKS AND COMMENTARIES

REFERENCE WORKS


COMMENTARIES


PERFORMANCE COLLECTIONS


Eisendrath, Blanche (Goodman). *The Viney Sketches*. Franklin OH: Eldridge, 1918.


Finn, Elizabeth M. *Songs, Shouts and Stunts*. Philadelphia: Judson Press, 1929.


Frick, Flora M. *Stunts for Fall*. Chicago: Dramatic, 1929.


Irish, Marie. *Catchy Comic Dialogues.* Minneapolis: Denison, 1933.

Irish, Marie. *Children's Comic Dialogues: A Collection of Humorous Dialogues for Little Folks, Particularly Adapted for School Entertainments. For Children From Six to Eleven Years of Age.* Minneapolis: Denison, 1933.


McIntyre, John T. *Sketches, Skits and Stunts*. Philadelphia: Penn Publication Co., [pre 1917].


Ripley, G.S. Fun Around The Campfire. New York: Boy Scouts of America, [c.1953].


Tarbell, Harlan. _Chalk Talks for Sunday Schools_. Minneapolis: Denison, 1928.


Topolka, Nelda S. _Radio Skits for High School_. Minneapolis: 1941.

University of Cincinnati. _The Senior Take-off Given by the Junior Girls_. Cincinnati, OH: University of Cincinnati, 1914.

Van Derveer, Letti C. _Any-day Entertainments_. Boston: Baker, 1922.


Williams, Bertha. _Hail! Stunt Night. Fifty New Stunts for Camp Frolics Or Social Gatherings_. Franklin, OH: Eldridge, N.d.

_Worthwhile Dialogues and Plays for Christmas_. Franklin, OH: Eldridge, nd.


**THE ARKANSAS TRAVELLER**


ARTISTIC REPRESENTATIONS

LITERARY THEMES/GENRES


Scott, Sir Walter. The Pirate. 1822. [Papa Stour, Shetland, Sword Dance]


THOMAS HARDY AND THE FOLK PLAY


Hardy, Thomas. The Play of St. George as Aforetime Acted by the Dorsetshire Christmas Mummers. Based on the Version in the ‘The Return of the Native,’ and Completed from Other Versions, and from Local Tradition..., Cambridge, printed for private circulation by Florence Emily Hardy at the University Press, April 1921.


FOLK PLAY IN LITERATURE

"FOLK DRAMA"


Cairns, Huntington. "Experiment with Music: 'The Lost Colony,'" Magazine of Art, 31 (December 1938), 690-693.


Cobb, Lucy M. "Drama in North Carolina," Southern Literary Messenger, 2 (1940), 228-235.


"Folk Plays Presented on Tour by the Carolina Playmakers," Theatre, 47 (1928), 52.


_____.


_____.


_____.


_____.

"Folk-Play Making in Dakota and in Carolina," Playground, 18 (1925), 599-601.

_____.


_____.


_____.


_____.


_____.


_____.

TRADITIONAL DRAMA: WORKING BIBLIOGRAPHY


_____. Carolina Folk-Plays. (First, Second and Third Series) New York: Henry Holt, 1941. [Extensive bibliographies and notes on both the Carolina Playmakers and the Dakota Playmakers].


Merrill, Anthony F. "The Town that is a Theatre," Theatre Arts Monthly, 23 (1939), 518-522.


HISTORICAL PAGEANTS AND COMMUNITY DRAMAS


------. "The 'Book of the Pageant': And Its Development," The Drama, No. 18 (May, 1915), 269-83.


Corey, Albert B. "Year of History Dramas," New York State Folklore Quarterly, XXVI (Spring, 1960), 3-5.


Hunter, Kermit. "History or Drama?" South Atlantic Bulletin (May, 1953), 3-4.


-----. "The Outdoor Historical Drama," The North Carolina Historical Review, XXX (April, 1953), 218-22.


SPORT AS DRAMA AND RITUAL


THEATRE TROUPES AND CONCERT PARTIES


POPULAR ENTERTAINMENTS - THEATRE: GENERAL


POPULAR THEATER: PANTOMIME


POPULAR THEATER: VAUDEVILLE


POPULAR THEATER: CIRCUS, CARNIVAL, SPECTACLE


POPULAR THEATER: MINSTRELSY


MISCELLANEOUS


Pettitt, Thomas (1979) When the Text Won't Stand Still (Odense: Pre-Publications of the English Department of Odense University, No. 15).

Pettitt, Thomas and Leif Søndergaard, eds., Custom, Culture and Community (Odense, 1994).


THE STRUCTURE OF FOLK DRAMA - THE LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH


THE STRUCTURE OF FOLK DRAMA - THE LINGUISTIC AND LEVI-STRAUSSIAN APPROACHES
